
2022 Specialty Crop Block Grant Competitive Grant Program FAQs 
 

Please read the RFP carefully as it contains all the important information 

 

Question 1: 
I am looking for some information on the NYFVI-SCBG submission, specifically the wording and 
meaning of Outcome 6.4.   

6.4 Total number of research outputs published to industry publications and/or academic 
journals ___. For each published research output, the:  
6.4a Number of views/reads of published research/data ___.  
6.4b Number of citations counted ___.  

My question is how to address 6.4b.  I don't know what this is asking me.  I am making the 
assumption that it is asking for the number of times the views/reads/published data (the 
number I put in 6.4 and 6.4a) will be cited. I want to make sure that is what is being asked, this 
would be a total guess.   

 

 

“I am looking for some information on the NYFVI-SCBG submission, specifically the wording and 
meaning of Outcome 6.4….My question is how to address 6.4b.  I don't know what this is asking 
me.  I am making the assumption that it is asking for the number of times the 
views/reads/published data (the number I put in 6.4 and 6.4a) will be cited. I want to make sure 
that is what is being asked.” 

 

Answer 1: 
The wording for the Outcomes and Indicators comes directly from USDA. Outcome 6, Indicator 4B is 
asking for the number of times that the research results completed as part of this project were cited by 
others.  

Please see the sections “Priorities” and “Anticipated Outcomes” in the RFP for additional information on 
selecting the Outcome/Indicator that best fits your project.  

For Indicator 6.4b, Number of citations counted.  If you are considering a peer reviewed academic 
journal article, depending on the timing of data collection, data analysis, manuscript submission, 
ultimate publication in the journal, and filing the final project report, you may wish to consider if there 
will be adequate time for citations to be made.  Articles in industry publications could be faster and 
easier to get out but generating citations and counting them may be more difficult.  Using subscription 



or circulation numbers, or views in the case of online publications, Indicator 6.4a may be a better choice 
for having numbers to put in the final project report. 
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